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From the Desk of our Executive Director, Chris Oldham
As mentioned in our spring newsletter, the year 2020 is one we will not forget anytime soon. It is hard to believe that eight
months ago the world as we knew it would shut down because of a pandemic. In the early stages we were forced to be
closed and we could have sat back and said "I guess there is nothing we can do.", however we took the opportunity to be
creative and look for new ways to stay connected to our campers, supporters and community.

The summer of 2020 was quite different then a normal summer at HAC. In mid-June the province gave the go ahead for day
camps to operate under strict guidelines. However, we made the difficult decision to suspend our children’s camp programs
recognizing the impact it would have on all of the campers, staff and single moms. We knew there would be missed
opportunities for growth, new friendships, lasting memories and a chance to experience connections with God, others and
nature, however we felt the risks were too great.

We are grateful for technology and the social media platforms we have that helped us create online activities and events for
campers and families to enjoy and stay connected. While it wasn't an ideal way to connect with the HAC community, it was
one of those creative opportunities we took.

In July and August we operated like a campground, providing a place for families to come and camp for a period of time or
just to spend a day.

On September 18 & 19 we were delighted to host a fall fundraising dinner at camp. It was an amazing evening of fellowship
and community. We served 142 people over the two nights and raised almost $10,000 to help support Hidden Acres to
continue carrying out its mission. The idea was presented to us by summer staff alumnus, Zerka Mya who shares about her
motivation for the dinner:

Fall Fundraising Dinner Raises almost $10,000!!

Some of you may know me from my HAC years, as Gub. Like many of you, HAC has done
incredible things for me and my personal growth. I was lucky enough to be a camper, LIT, Inclusion
Counsellor and Assistant Program Director. Through these roles, I was pushed in directions I had
never ventured down before, some more difficult than others but, at the end of the day, it was
evident that Hidden Acres is a place of healing. The leaders at the camp and the style of learning
that this place provides are truly one of a kind. One of my goals for this dinner was to create an
opportunity so that others could also experience this place in all its glory. 

When the pandemic settled in, the industry I work in, hospitality, was struggling. As many still are! It
was clear that the success and continued business of local entrepreneurs and non-profits was up
to us as the consumers. I am a proud creative person with lots of ideas spewing out of me! So, I
contacted the camp and inquired about this idea as a way to support the camp and give back to a
place that has given much to me. I also owe a lot of gratitude to my incredible mother, pictured
with me to the right, for the growth I've experienced. Her name is Shahgul, and together we love to
feed others! We see HAC as being effortlessly beautiful and are thankful that it is known as a place
of peace and a place to find God. 

Shaghul and Zerka

Thank you to Zerka and Shahgul for thinking of us and taking time to invest in camp. We would also like to say thank you to
our many volunteers, to the local businesses, Herrle’s Country Farm Market, Baden Coffee Company and Pfennings Organic
Farm, for their donations towards the meal and to our HAC community for coming out and supporting this event. This has
been a year where we have all faced many challenges yet we continue to move forward despite the many unknowns. We are
grateful for God’s faithfulness and direction for Hidden Acres as we seek His guidance and leading. 
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I would like to support the ministry of Hidden Acres by becoming a member of the Hidden Acres Mennonite Camp
Association. I agree with the Hidden Acres mission statement which is "to provide a welcoming, peaceful gathering place
where diverse groups of people experience life-giving connections with God , one another and nature."
Enclosed is my $25 membership donation
Name:  _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone:  ___________________________________________________________  Email: ___________________________________________________________

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Membership Application

Wow, what a summer. This summer was filled with
maintenance work, house keeping, and just
figuring what camp was going to look like. Starting
the summer there were a lot of questions like
“What on earth is camp in a bag?”, but I am happy
to say we figured that one out. This was a summer
of “opportunity”. It was the opportunity to try new
things, to learn what we can add to our camp
program, to reach out to our HAC community
from a distance, and to learn more about Hidden
Acres in general.This summer was unlike any
other. Covid had great impacts on everyone's lives,
however it had no effect on the camp's community
and passion to serve others. Working at camp this
summer I learned that even through the hardest
times we can still find ways to give to others and
shine God’s light everywhere we go. My highlight
of this summer was getting to know and be a part
of this amazing staff team. I will forever be grateful
for being given the opportunity to work with all
these amazing people in such a great
environment.

- Cassie Zehr

Beginning this past summer I had no idea how it
was going to look and I also hadn’t realized how
much I needed this summer. Hidden Acres has a
way to connect with families and children in our
community that makes people feel welcomed and
at home.

We were thankful to the many families that came to enjoy the camp
and the activities our staff provided.

Our Camp-In-A-Bag (CIAB) initiative was well received. We were
excited to create a bag full of camp gear and activities that campers
could purchase as a way to enjoy camp from the safety of their
homes. We were thankful for the support of those families who
purchased a CIAB and were glad they could connect with camp in
that way. We were also able to provide CIAB to the single moms and
their children from 2019 and 2020 at no cost to them through
donations from many local businesses and individuals.

One of the highlights of CIAB was the opportunity that Chris &
Amanda Pot had to deliver the bags to the families in person. There
were many emotions felt with each visit, however a common one for
all were feelings of gratitude and thankfulness.

We were also thankful for our small summer staff team who helped
develop and implement all of these programs and initiatives while
also helping out with housekeeping and maintenance projects
around the camp. It was different having a small team, however it
allowed for close relationships and deeper community.

As we look to the end of the year and into 2021 we are continuing
to book retreats (groups or personal) as well as new opportunities
for family getaways. If you would like information on the new
guidelines for the camp, check out our website under the 'RENTALS'
section. If you have any questions, or to book a retreat, you can
email us or call the office.

As we continue to move forward in this season and explore ways to
engage and stay connected with our community we know there are
many uncertainties, however one thing that is certain is the
sovereignty of God. We have seen God’s faithfulness for Hidden
Acres over the years and will continue to trust in Him as He leads.

Summer Staff Reflections From
the Most Unusual of Summers

Pictures from camping and our Camp-In-A-Bag initiative
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Although it looked different, and we couldn’t run programs as a regular summer, we maintained the strong sense of safe
community for people to come to, both in person and online. This summer filled people’s hearts even from a distance
through a screen. It filled my heart interacting with those at home and those who were able to come and stay. Hidden
Acres has a special place in peoples lives, and even with a global pandemic, it was incredible to see that we were able to
keep that place and those relationships

-Julia Lantz

This summer was filled with newness, difficulties, many highlights, and close community for both camp as a whole and
staff. Personally, there was a lot of opportunity for my individual growth, intentionality in my relationships with other staff
members, time to be creative in the programs that I helped create and implement, and most impactfully, the space to be
in nature and in the presence of God.
Myself along with the other three summer staff members, spent our days this summer outside doing various maintenance
jobs, creating online content for HAC’s social media platforms, and leading programs for our on-site camping families and
our two-day LIT program. Most evenings we had the opportunity to build relationships and lasting memories with one
another. Often, we would walk around the roads and fields surrounding Hidden Acres’ property, bake in the kitchen, or
even go out for ice cream together (which is very different from a normal summer)! One of my favourite memories with
our small staff team was being able to travel to the Bruce Peninsula at the end of the summer for a hike, swim, and beaver
tails!
Though this summer was filled with highlights and unique opportunities, it was also tough with the limited direct contact
we had with our campers. As a staff in previous summers, it was hard not to hear the consistent sounds of children’s
laughter, balls bouncing in the gaga ball pit, or water splashing in Lake Laverne. However, I know and trust that God
worked in different ways this past summer too; ways that exceed our knowledge, understanding, and expectation, and I
am so grateful for that! We saw Him work through the smiling day visitors that said they were impacted through our online
programs, the single moms tears of gratitude from our Camp-in-a-Bag project, and the relationships built between our
LIT’s. It was an absolute honour and joy to be a part of the summer staff at HAC this year, and I have confidence that the
Lord’s hand will continue to bless this camp ministry in the weeks and years ahead.

- Brittany Ratelband

As mentioned earlier in this newsletter, this year has given many challenges, but also
opportunities to be creative with our resources. This fall I reached out to the
Stratford Field Naturalists to see if there might be interest in working together on a
bird walk. Their enthusiastic response prompted me to plan walks on September 19
and October 3. The first day we had twenty participants split into two separate
groups and the second day we had a group of ten. We welcomed a mixture of
beginning and experienced birders, some who were connected to Hidden Acres
before and some who found out about it through the Stratford Field Naturalists. In
these days of isolation it was good to be able to offer folks the chance to get outside,
enjoy a new space, see and learn about some new birds (and a sleeping raccoon!)
and support the camp during an unusual time. Some highlights from the two walks
were spotting various species of woodpeckers, a purple finch, yellow-rumped
warblers and a rusty blackbird. Hopefully we can do it again in the Spring when lots
of migrants are making their way back through this space.                   by Brent Musser

Fall Birdwatching Days

L-R: Summer Staff with our LITs; a 2020 staff "Cabin Photo"; stopping at a lookout while hiking on the Bruce Trail 
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Watching the birds
near Lake Laverne



Pickup truck to replace the 1989 GMC 1/2 ton
PPE - nitrile gloves, single use or reusable masks, plexi-
glass dividers, etc.
Large capacity tumbling composter
Comforter Knotting Frame(s)
Cedar Rails (approximatley 12ft/3.5m long)
Metal picnic tables or frames

Wishlist
If you have any of the following items and are willing to
donate or sell them to the camp, contact us and let us know!

Our Property Committee members, Andrea and Mark
Cole, Shane Gallian, Eric Lemke, Devon Grainger and
Brian Ropp work throughout the year, helping to keep
the camp looking and functioning well. 
Wellesley Mennonite Church Youth helped with fall
clean up and picking apples to be pressed into cider.
Mike Ritter donated firewood and Mike Brenneman
donated steel bins to store and transport firewood
around the grounds.
Devon Grainger spent two weeks at camp this summer
volunteering to help with many maintenance and
construction projects like rebuilding one of the wagons,
replacing rails along the Stonehouse sidewalk, removing
a playground structure and more!
Perry Gingerich installed a new retaining wall at the
Pinview Chalet, donating a portion of the cost of
materials and installation.

Pray for Hidden Acres
Volunteer on:

Board of Directors
Property, Chicken BBQ, Bowlathon, a Retreat
Committee or the NEW Alumni Committee.

Become a Member (see page 2)
Bring a group and help with a project at camp
Support a camper or Single Mom with a subsidy

Opportunities to get Involved

THANK YOU

You can make a difference at
camp!

Many individuals, groups, organizations and businesses give their time, energy
and finances to support the mission of Hidden Acres. While we can't list every

name of those who help us, here are some of them.
Thank you for your support. 

The School Sisters of Notre
Dame Legacy Fund which is
held at the Kitchener
Waterloo Community
Foundation supported our 
Single Moms Camp through a grant of $12,600. With camp
not running this summer, they generously allowed us to
use the funds to provide a Camp-In-A-Bag for each of the
moms and their children from the 2019 and 2020
summers. In addition, the grant was used to support our
online and camping programs that the moms took part in.
Ropp's Powerwashing washed the exterior of the Focus
Shelter and the Woodhouse eavestroughs.
Don Erb helped with the replacement of our birdwatching
window which suffered a large crack across the middle.
Horst Welding donated pallet forks for the tractor.
Brian Ropp applied for and received a funding grant for
HAC from his union, IBEW Local 2228.

Hidden Acres Mennonite Camp &
Retreat Centre

1921 Line 37, New Hamburg, ON, N3A 4B5
info@hiddenacres.ca -- www.hiddenacres.ca

519-625-8602
InstagramFacebook

https://hiddenacres.ca/donate

